
#

79

Captain

NO

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6050 316 5.37 1.84 34 9 3/4 28.5 8.1 4.88 08'05" 20

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

CAREER INFORMATION

OT

YEAR – RD – TM

Prospect (Last, First)

Mills, Jordan

Pro Position(s) DOB (Age)

12-24-90 (28)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Mosher, Geoff

TEAMCOLLEGE

Buffalo Bills

SUMMARY

Sixth-year RT (first 2 years in Chicago) who has started 82 of 87 career games, including the last 52 straight

games in Buffalo, where he’s played for two head coaches –Anthony Lynn and Sean McDermott. His offensive

coordinator in Chicago, Aaron Kromer, was also his OL coach for his first two seasons in Buffalo. Underwent foot

surgery after 2013 season and was sidelined one game in 2014 by foot soreness but has only missed two others

games in Buffalo, for a rib injury. Played in 2018 in an offense catered to rookie, first-round pick quarterback

Josh Allen’s mobility and athleticism. OC Brian Daboll’s offense leaned on the Zone running game, with emphasis

on Inside Zone, and with built-in RPOs, jet motion and misdirection. Passing game balanced spread formations

with multiple tight-end formations. Tight ends often kept in for protection or chipping. Mills has good height and

weight with strong, athletic lower-body build and good arm length. Good foot quickness, solid athletic ability

and change of direction, adequate balance and bend. Very good mental processing and awareness to carry out all

assignments. Displays good play speed on Zone runs, engaging quickly to position hands and keep legs moving

as he engages at POA. Takes good angles on Reach blocks. As a Gap blocker, shows very good competitive

toughness on combo blocks and locates quickly in second level, knowing when to climb and gets good body

positioning in open space. Good in pass pro, with good Set points, quick hands and feet, and above average

Anchor. Will get his arms up first and has good timing and coordination with his arms and feet on punch. Very

good ability to reset hands inside to lock on against the bull rush and redirect. Good mental processing, play

speed and footwork to combat swim and spin moves and to stay in front of defenders. Good recognition of stunts

and twists, with proper body positioning on Vertical sets to work with LG against line games and to keep pass-

rush lanes narrow. Shows very goodrecovery and resetting of hands after initial punch against the elite edge

rushers, and very good anchor to fight back against second effort. Very good competitive and mental toughness

despite playing for losing teams. Doesn’t take plays off or give free rides to the QB. Maintains his fight to the

whistle. Will plant a defender on the ground if he can catch him off balance. As a Gap blocker, adequate pad level

on Drive blocking, plays high and doesn’t generate enough push or get hands inside right from the snap. Can get

his body on second-level defenders if they’re in his crosshairs but lacks elite strength to sustain and lacks

quickness to square up against faster LBs/DBs who can scuttle around him. In pass pro, plays with adequate pad

level and doesn’t get enough bend, leading to poor balance that results in struggles to keep both feet anchored

and causes inconsistent hand placement. Adequate mental processing on Cut blocks. Goes to the ground too

quickly and doesn’t get enough body on defender. Overall, Mills is a good starting RT whose deficiencies are due

to technique and pad level more than strength or athleticism. Good Gap blocker who plays with toughness and

has the athleticism to climb into second level and take on smaller defenders. Has the strength and footwork to

execute assignments in Zone running, excels on Inside zone combo blocks. In pass pro, shows very good hands

and anchor and would benefit from quicker delivery by the QB. Can develop into a high-level tackle with

improvedpad level and leverage.

Doesn't get enough bend in run or pass pro, leads to playing high and losing balance. Forces 

him into recovery mode in pass pro and limits push in run blocking

Starting OL you can win with in a Power or Zone scheme. Has the strength/size/athleticism 

to be a long-term performer. Needs to improve balance and pad leverage.

BEST

RT

13 - 5th - CHILouisiana Tech (LATC)

Can perform in Zone or Power blocking schemes and Spread/WestCoast or Pro Style 

offenses
SCHEME FIT

PROJECTION

WORST

87

INJURIES

Tapes Viewed

Fast hands and good arm length in pass pro enable him to reset hands against the bull rush 

and Anchor

2018: vs LAC 9/16, @MIN 9/16, @HOU 10/14, vs CHI 11/04, vs JAX 11/25

38

Games Won

2014 -Offseason after '13 foot surgery; Missed Week 8 (foot); Missed Weeks 10-11 (rib)

MEASURABLES

Started 82 of 87 career games; Has averaged about 7 penalties per year since start of 2016, 

middle of the pack for OTs, no major differential home/road

44%

Games Played Games Started

82

KEY STATS

Positions StartedWinning %


